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"It is time for America to take the next steps. 

Today I announce a new plan to explore space and extend a 
human presence across our solar system. We will begin the 
effort quickly, using existing programs and personnel. We'll 
make steady progress -- one mission, one voyage, one landing 
at a time. 

President George W. Bush - January 14, 2004



OutlineOutline

 A summary of the new Presidential 
Space Vision

 Report of the Presidential Space 
Commission (Aldridge report)

 The role of the Moon in the new 
vision (why and how?)

 What’s it all about?: A rationale for 
America’s civil space program



Presidential SpeechPresidential Speech
Excerpts -Excerpts -  January 14, 2004January 14, 2004

“Our third goal is to return to the moon by 2020, as the launching 
point for missions beyond. Beginning no later than 2008, we will 
send a series of robotic missions to the lunar surface to 
research and prepare for future human exploration.”

“Using the Crew Exploration Vehicle, we will undertake extended 
human missions to the moon as early as 2015, with the goal of 
living and working there for increasingly extended periods.”

“Returning to the moon is an important step for our space program. 
Establishing an extended human presence on the moon could 
vastly reduce the costs of further space exploration, making 
possible ever more ambitious missions.”



Presidential SpeechPresidential Speech
Excerpts -Excerpts -  January 14, 2004January 14, 2004

 “Lifting heavy spacecraft and fuel out of the Earth's gravity is 
expensive. Spacecraft assembled and provisioned on the 
moon could escape its far lower gravity using far less energy, 
and thus, far less cost.”

 “Also, the moon is home to abundant resources. Its soil contains 
raw materials that might be harvested and processed into 
rocket fuel or breathable air.”

 “We can use our time on the moon to develop and test new 
approaches and technologies and systems that will allow us to 
function in other, more challenging environments. The moon 
is a logical step toward further progress and achievement.”



Why Space for America?Why Space for America?

 Exploration
– Broaden our imaginations so that we can solve 

increasingly difficult problems of all types
 Prosperity

– Create wealth by expanding technology base and 
extracting it from space resources

 Security
– Direct:  national technical means, space hazard 

mitigation
– Indirect:  inspire and spur technical education for 

next generation



The New Space VisionThe New Space Vision

 Resulted from interagency review after 
Columbia accident

 Supported by highest levels in White 
House (NSC, DPC)

 Every option was put on the table 
(including termination of space 
program)

 Final decision made by POTUS



Clear DirectionClear Direction

 Implement a sustained and affordable human 
and robotic program to explore the solar 
system and beyond

 Humans beyond low Earth orbit
 Develop the required innovative technology, 

knowledge, and infrastructure
 Promote international and commercial 

participation



Current ProgramsCurrent Programs
 Space Shuttle

– Focus use of the Shuttle to 
complete assembly of the ISS

– Retire as soon as assembly of 
the ISS is completed, planned 
for the end of this decade

 International Space Station
– Complete assembly – including international components
– Focus U.S. research and use on supporting space exploration 

goals
– Meet U.S. obligations

 Space Science
– Continue robotic exploration including observatories

 Maintain commitment to Earth Science, Aeronautics



What’s It All About?What’s It All About?

 A journey, not a race
 Incremental steps, cumulative
 No turning back
 Build-up space-faring infrastructure
 Robotic precursors lead the way
 Expanding sphere of human “reach”
 Human-robotic partnership and 

synergy



Limitations on ExplorationLimitations on Exploration

Today:
 Flyby of every planet except Pluto
 Landing on only Moon, Mars, Venus, & Eros
 Service satellites only in LEO
 Systems are power, communications, and mass 

limited
 Teleoperation is slow and tedious
 Autonomy is at a very low level

Future:
 In situ operations
 Wide area exploration of multiple planetary bodies
 Increasingly complex observatories in deep space
Requires:
 Increased power, communications, local cognitive 

capability
The vision opens up NEW opportunities for discovery



What’s Different About This What’s Different About This 
Vision?Vision?

 Assumes no significant increase in 
funding for NASA

 Trades schedule for dollars; we do 
every step, but stretch delivery date if 
money flow slows

 Assumes that it’s not a zero-sum game; 
object is to increase the size of pie



How Can We Afford This?How Can We Afford This?

 NASA gets ~ $ 800M addition in FY 05 
request, mostly for Shuttle RTF

 Small increases over next four years, 
increasing annual NASA to ~ $ 16 B

 Increases by inflation only after that
 Phase out Shuttle, scale back our 

participation in ISS – the “wedge” that 
supports the Vision



The infamous “Sand Chart” – Misunderstood?The infamous “Sand Chart” – Misunderstood?



Sustainable ExplorationSustainable Exploration

Hypothesis: This percentage 
is “politically” sustainable

If true – How does one move out “into the cosmos” without another “Apollo spike”?

Space science onlyRobot mines, 
factories and labs

No

Research and 
Tourism

Full space 
settlement

YesCan extraterrestrial 
resources be used to 
support humans in 
space?

NoYes

Will Space Industrialization Work?

Shipman, Harry L., Humans in Space: 21st Century Frontiers, Plenum Press, 1989



A Malthusian or Cornucopian A Malthusian or Cornucopian 
Space Program?Space Program?

 Malthusian
– mass and energy limited by what we can lift out of 

Earth’s gravity well
– Collectivist (concentrated, expensive government-

controlled activities)
– Space as a “sanctuary for science”

 Cornucopian
– Use of space resources offer unlimited mass and 

energy for any mission we can imagine
– Free-market (variety of activities by a variety of 

participants)
– Space used for wide and varied purposes



What’s NASA’s Role?What’s NASA’s Role?

 NASA leads the way to the new paradigm 
through cutting edge R&D on those things 
the private sector can’t or won’t do

 Transition activities to commercial sector 
as they mature; NASA continuously re-
orients its mission

 We spend $15B/year on space; shall it be 
focused on a set of long-range, strategic 
goals or dissipated on unrelated and 
uncoordinated programs?



Blurred Vision:Blurred Vision:
Confusion over the role of the MoonConfusion over the role of the Moon

Media:  “A trillion-dollar Mars mission”
Neither a trillion dollars nor a “Mars mission”

NASA #1: “A touch-and-go on the Moon”
President called for “extended” human presence

NASA # 2: “Need an ‘Exit Strategy’ for the Moon”
Vision is cumulative; we do not give up new 
capabilities, we use them to enable the next steps



The New Space Vision:The New Space Vision:
The Bottom LineThe Bottom Line

Principal goal is to create new capability in 
space (make America a true space-faring 
nation)

Play the hand of cards nature has dealt us
The key role of the Moon and its 
resources in creating space-faring 
infrastructure

Answer the question, “Can we live off-
planet?”



Presidential Space Presidential Space 
CommissionCommission

 Called for in President’s January speech
 Membership drawn from government, private 

sector, military, science
 Review NASA plans to implement Vision
 Identify problems and suggest solutions, 

alternative approaches
 Address science, technology, and 

management issues



Commission MembershipCommission Membership
• The Hon. Edward C. "Pete" Aldridge, Jr. - Chairman

•  Ms. Carly S. Fiorina

•  The Hon. Michael P. Jackson

•  Dr. Laurie A. Leshin

•  General Lester L. Lyles, (USAF Retired)

•  Dr. Paul D. Spudis

•  Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson

•  The Hon. Robert S. Walker

•  Dr. Maria T. Zuber



A science research agenda to be conducted on the Moon and other 
destinations as well as human and robotic science activities that advance 
our capacity to achieve the Policy; 
The exploration of technologies, demonstrations, and strategies, 
including the use of lunar and other in situ natural resources, that could be 
used for sustainable human and robotic exploration; 
Criteria that could be used to select future destinations for human 
exploration; 
Long-term organization options for managing implementation of space 
exploration activities;
The most appropriate/effective roles for potential private sector and 
international participants in implementing the Policy;
Methods for optimizing space exploration activities to encourage the 
interests of America’s youth in studying and pursuing careers in 
mathematics, science, and engineering; 
Management of the implementation of the Policy within available 
resources 

Charge to the CommissionCharge to the Commission



 Dates /Locations:

• February 11, 2004

– NTSB at Washington, DC  

• March 3-4, 2004

– USAF Museum WPAFB at Dayton, OH

• March 24-25, 2004

– Georgia Tech at Atlanta, GA

• April 15-16, 2004

– Galileo Science Academy, San Francisco, CA

• May 3-4, 2004

– Asia Society, New York, NY

Public HearingsPublic Hearings



 Implementation Focus:
• Systems Engineering

• Criteria for Solutions of the Destinations

• Infrastructure to Support the Vision

• Management Process

• Personnel and Skill Level

• Sequence of Events

• Technology Plan for Spiral Development

• Enabling Technologies

• International Participation

• Commercial Involvement

Topics ConsideredTopics Considered



• Site was activated on Feb 10, 2004

• Over 8 M hits on the website

• Over 6400 public inputs

• Over 51 countries

• Largest input from 30-39 age group

• Largest input from CA, TX, FL, NY, IL, VA, OH, 
CO

Commission WebsiteCommission Website



Findings and RecommendationsFindings and Recommendations

Space exploration managed as national priority 
Larger role for private sector 
A "go as you can pay" approach for funding 
Transformation of NASA organization and management 

processes 
NASA centers operated as Federally Funded Research and 

Development Centers 
Special project teams to develop "enabling technologies" 
Increased incentives and prizes for private sector investment 
Scientific achievements that lead to new knowledge and 

drive exploration goals
Stimulation of science, math and engineering education for 

students and teachers 



Return to the MoonReturn to the Moon

 The value of the Moon
 A lunar return architecture
 Lunar resources – opening the 

space frontier?
 Why do we have a space 

program?



What good is the Moon?What good is the Moon?

Natural laboratory for 
planetary science

Platform to observe the 
universe

Source of materials and 
energy

A place to learn to live 
and work in space



Architecture for Lunar ReturnArchitecture for Lunar Return
Some PrinciplesSome Principles

 Lead with robotic missions
– Initial missions reconnoiter sites, materials for later 

use
– Later missions emplace infrastructure

 Develop CEV as modular spacecraft capable 
of lunar and cislunar missions

 Single outpost site, probably polar, expanding 
infrastructure with time

 Mission is to learn to “live off the land”
– Water production is first priority
– Goal is routine operations is cislunar space



Resources of the MoonResources of the Moon
Knowledge from ApolloKnowledge from Apollo

Materials
Bulk regolith (soil) has many uses as a building 

material
Rocks and soils have common compositions; 

basaltic (maria) and feldspathic (highlands)
Solar wind gases implanted onto dust grains; typical 

H2 concentration ~ 50 ppm
Energy

Solar illumination lasts 14 days at lunar equator; 
extended Sun visibility near poles

Solar 3He also implanted on dust grains at ~ 1-10 
ppb concentrations; may ultimately be used as 
fusion energy source



Lunar resourcesLunar resources

For most regions of the Moon, resources 
are invariant; minor (factors of 2) 
difference in the concentration of some 
elements

We have adequate data from Apollo and 
the robotic missions to characterize and 
understand these resource assets

Polar areas are different; both materials 
and environment appear unique



Current KnowledgeCurrent Knowledge
Lunar Polar DepositsLunar Polar Deposits

 Clementine found CBOE evidence for 
ice in permanently shadowed regions

 Lunar Prospector showed enhanced H2 
concentrations, correlated with dark 
regions

 Earth-based radar shows small patches 
of high CPR / backscatter; origin 
uncertain



The Lunar South PoleThe Lunar South Pole

  



What don’t we know?What don’t we know?

Definitive assessment of physical and  
chemical state of polar volatile deposits

Detailed characterization of polar thermal 
and lighting environments

Location, purity, temperature and 
composition of polar ice deposits



How do we address this How do we address this 
ignorance?ignorance?

Map deposits from orbit to determine their 
distribution, extent, purity, and settings

Examine deposits in detail on surface and 
conduct in situ measurements of 
physical and chemical properties

Design experiments to conduct on the 
Moon to learn how to extract and 
process polar resources



Lunar Resource ExtractionLunar Resource Extraction
Energy RequirementsEnergy Requirements

2250 kWh/kg H2 (thermal)
(~250 kWh/kg H2O)

Extraction of hydrogen from 
typical regolith2

4.5 kWh/kg H2O (elec)Electrolysis of water

5.2 kWh/kg SiO2 (elec)Reduction of SiO2 to Si + O2

2.8 kWh/kg H2O (thermal)Extraction of water from icy 
regolith1

.01 kWh/kg regolith (elec)Excavation of regolith
Specific EnergyOperation

1 Assumes 1% ice, heated 100o above ambient
2 Assumes 100 ppm H2, heated 800oC above ambient



Composition of Polar Volatile DepositsComposition of Polar Volatile Deposits

We do not have solid data on 
composition of polar 
volatile deposits

Best guess is that they are 
dominated by gases from 
comets. For example, in 
Hale Bopp:
H2O: 100 CO2: 6
CO: 20 NH3: 0.7
CH3OH: 2 CH4: 0.6

Addition of solar wind gases, 
fluctuations in 
temperature, and 
micrometeorite impacts 
allows for possibility of 
chemical reactions to form 
organic compounds



Determining the Inventory of Polar VolatilesDetermining the Inventory of Polar Volatiles

Need orbital and in situ 
measurements

Orbital:
Map temperatures on surface
Determine all permanently 

shadowed locations (imaging)
Obtain H concentrations at higher 

spatial resolution
Map topography of permanently 

shadowed regions
In situ:

Determine nature of ice: chemical 
composition, structure

Measure geotechnical properties of 
ice-bearing regolith

Orbital and landed missions



Extracting Volatiles

We do not know:
Full inventory of trapped ice.
Composition of ice
Compositional variability in ice 

composition
State of volatiles (ices, 

amorphous compounds, 
separate phases, clathrates)

Distribution with depth
How it binds soil grains
Whether it reacts with soil 

grains
Geotechnical properties of ice-

bearing regolith

In principle, we can address these 
issues by experiments or lunar surface 
missions.



Volatiles at the poles of the Moon can be 
processed to make hydrogen and oxygen for use 
on the Moon and for export to Earth-Moon 
(cislunar) space

Propellant produced on the Moon can make 
travel within and through cislunar space routine

This eventuality will completely change the 
spaceflight paradigm

Routine access to cislunar space has important 
national economic and strategic implications

The Value of Lunar ResourcesThe Value of Lunar Resources



Why Do We Have a Space Why Do We Have a Space 
Program?Program?

 Cold War rationale is obsolete
 Nevertheless, there IS a “space race”
 America needs to lead this race so that a 

democratic-pluralistic/free-market paradigm 
becomes the central societal organizing 
principle in space

 We also have important national strategic 
interests in maintaining global leadership in 
space technology



Space – A New RationaleSpace – A New Rationale

 Explore to broaden our knowledge and 
imagination base

 Prosper by using the unlimited energy 
and materials of space to increase our 
wealth

 Secure the nation and world by using 
space assets to protect the planet and 
ourselves


